Framed and Hidden Histories
West African Photography from Local to Global Contexts
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T

he recontextualization of West African photographs in international art venues is a fairly
recent phenomenon. Its history dates to the
1991 “Africa Explores” exhibition curated by
Susan Vogel at the Center for African Art and
the New Museum in New York City. Subsequently, over the past twenty years, numerous exhibitions, biennials, catalogues, articles, and monographs have reformulated
national and regional histories of photography in Africa as well
as developed a new canon of artists and artworks. With their
oeuvres reframed to create niche markets, particular artists have
achieved international acclaim, relative financial success, and
opportunities to network with colleagues across the globe, while
other locally renowned photographers and professional apprentices remain largely absent from these contexts and their associated narratives. Also hidden are the conditions under which
these practitioners’ negative archives have been transported and
their images transformed to satisfy the aesthetic preferences of
foreign audiences.
Engaging these issues, with a focus on professional photographers who have worked in Mali from the 1940s to the present,
my analysis seeks to complicate popular interpretations of blackand-white photography from western Africa by raising ethical
questions concerning the continued methods of their collection,
presentation, and dissemination in the global art market and the
effects this market has had on the artistic legacy of photographers still situated along its periphery.1
Creating the Canon

In 1991, several negatives, collected in 1974 from the archives
of professional photographers in Senegal, Mali, Togo, and CÔte
d’Ivoire, were reprinted in New York City for exhibition in
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“Africa Explores” as examples of “urban art” attributed to anonymous creators (Vogel 1991:158–63). Among these were works by
Seydou Keïta (Fig. 1), who by the time of his passing ten years
later had become one of the most internationally renowned photographers from Africa, paradoxically due, in part, to this controversial introduction.
“Africa Explores” brought portrait photography from Mali to
the attention of several European agents, including Jean Pigozzi
and his assistant André Magnin, whose prominent collection,
successive publications, and exhibitions championing portraiture by Keïta and his globally esteemed colleague Malick Sidibé
have largely shaped contemporary understanding and aesthetic
expectations of these images in the international art world. In
this arena today, photography from Mali continues to be primarily associated with black-and-white portraiture taken within and
outside of the studio before 1980, although most professionals
have also worked in color and across multiple genres.
Guided by Magnin and Pigozzi—who have functioned as the
primary agents for Keïta and Sidibé since 1993 and, later, for others such as J.D. ‘Okhai Ojeikere and Philip Kwame Apagya2—an
aesthetic preference for large-scale, uncropped images has developed overseas with regard to West African portrait photographs.
Reframed in art contexts, these once privately commissioned portraits are now regularly accompanied by titles, even that of Untitled (Fig. 2). Exemplified in the re-presentation of Sidibé’s oeuvre
(Fig. 3), whose captions are inspired by the photographer’s recollections and sense of humor, such commercial strategies have been
replicated in more recent introductions of West African portraiture. In 2007, for example, to align Tijani Sitou’s images with those
currently dominating the market, his son Malick insisted that his
father’s posthumous prints appear enlarged, uncropped, and titled
(by the son) for an exhibition at Indiana University (Fig. 4).

1 Seydou Keïta photographs
from the 1950s as printed in
Vogel 1991:160.

In most cases, enlargements are printed overseas, removing the
photographer from a major segment of the re-creative processes.
To reprint negatives from the studios of Keïta and Sidibé, Pigozzi
and Magnin have consistently commissioned Philippe Salaun and
Payram at PICTO in Paris, whose prints exhibit greater contrast
than those developed according to ideal skin-tone in Mali (Fig. 5).
The surface quality of the images is also regularly transformed in
Western reproductions, which typically utilize matte paper, while
photographers in Mali prefer a glossy finish. Sidibé has complained about this practice, arguing that matte paper is riddled
with “pits” that break the clean, fine lines of his images.
Beyond the issue of aesthetic transformations, Magnin’s
accounts—about photography in Mali, and the work of Keïta
and Sidibé in particular—have helped established market niches
for the photographers’ work abroad, while distorting the historical realities of their careers in Bamako. After the publication of

Magnin’s monographs on Keïta (1997) and Sidibé (1998), Keïta
has been continually described as the exemplary Malian portrait
photographer since the 1940s, which the photographer himself
perpetuated in numerous interviews, and Sidibé has been known
predominantly as the “reportage” or “party” photographer of the
nation’s youth culture during the 1960s and ‘70s. Acknowledging
these constructions, Sidibé has stated: “Magnin … didn’t show
all of my work. It was more or less just party pictures … Listen …
Seydou has a collection of portraits, and so they prefer to show
my candid work … I see how it works” (Lamunière 2001:55–56).
In fact, despite international renown for freeze-frame party pictures, Sidibé prefers the studio, where he believes the best portraits are created.3
Magnin was also the first to present Keïta as the official State
photographer in Mali from 1962–77 (Magnin 1997), when in fact
several photographers, including Malim Coulibaly, had occu-
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pied this role since 1959 at the Commissariat de l’Information,
which became the Agence National de l’Information Malienne
(ANIM) in 1961. Keita, rather, worked for the Sûreté Nationale,
taking mug shots of prisoners at police headquarters downtown
(Fig. 6). Purportedly, however, none of Keïta’s images from this
period remain. In 2005, Police Director Anatol Sangaré insisted
that all of these documents had been destroyed, along with other
official archives, in fires set at police headquarters during riots in
late March 1991 associated with the nation’s second coup d’état.4
In fact, the reframing of Keïta’s and Sidibé’s works for global
audiences in the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries
is the result of collaborative efforts and complex negotiations.
Protecting their vested interests through interview accounts, the
furnishing of titles, and the granting of permissions, Keïta and
Sidibé have participated in the reimagining of their oeuvres and
the social roles they occupied within their communities.
authorship

The repetitious publication and display of these photographs
and their embellished histories has helped construct and reinforce an artistic canon and master narrative that complicates
their authorship. Through the aforementioned processes, the
original negatives have been transformed into new creations
and, by extension, the co-authorship of the photographer and
the initial clients has been, to some degree, destabilized. Through
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(clockwise from top left)
2 Seydou Keïta
Untitled (1959)
Gelatin silver print
Photo: Courtesy CAAC–The Pigozzi Collection,
Geneva; © Keïta/SKPEAC

3 Malick Sidibé
A Yé-Yé in Position (1963)
Photo: Courtesy Magnin-A. © Malick Sidibé

4 El Hajj Tijani Sitou
I Am Adonis (1977)
Digitized negative by Malick Sitou and author, 2006
Photo: © Estate of Tijani Sitou

is fairly short lived as photographers are deemed “old” once they
marry and enter parenthood. Achieving such status typically
prompts them to open their own establishment, for which they,
too, will need to hire an apprentice to serve the reportage needs
of their young clientele.
This brings to light an important and regularly overlooked
aspect of the international market for West African photography:
the publication and exhibition, without recognition, of apprentice work remnant in the archives of professional studios. Thus,
in an ironic twist, many of the party photographs taken in the
1960s and those capturing youths along the shore of the Niger
River during the 1970s, published under the name of Malick
Sidibé—the initial basis on which he received global acclaim—
were actually composed by his apprentices (Figs. 7–10): Sidiki
Sidibé (1961–1970) and Amadou Fané (1968–1974).

5 Seydou Keïta
Untitled (c. 1958–1960)
Philippe Salaün gelatin silver print
Photo: Courtesy CAAC–The Pigozzi Collection,
Geneva; © Keïta/SKPEAC

6 Portrait of Seydou Keïta wearing his police
uniform (taken sometime between 1962 and 1977),
framed and on display in his son’s establishment,
Studio Seydou Keïta.
Photo: Candace M. Keller, with permission from Baba
Keïta, Bamako, 2010

archival and reframing processes, the names of pictured subjects—who are primarily responsible for the original creation of
these images—have been obscured, as once were those of photographers such as Seydou Keïta and Salla Casset. Overshadowing them in these recent contexts are new clients and mediators:
the curator, collector, critic, printer, and dealer who, condoned
by the collaboration of prominent professional photographers,
serve as authoritative agents manipulating and framing the photographs in new ways, as Elizabeth Bigham (1999) has effectively
argued with regard to Keïta’s portraits.
Furthermore, the recontextualization of these images within
international exhibitions and publications has omitted the
authorship of photographers’ apprentices. Since the 1950s,
reportage work has remained the domain of young assistant photographers, while studio portraiture and darkroom procedures
are the prerogative of professional proprietors. Due to the kind of
youthful activities engaged in at parties, dances, and nightclubs,
young people patronize photographers of their own generation,
correctly presuming that their peers would be more sympathetic
to their interests. Sidibé has explained, “It’s not appropriate for
an old person to attend the parties of young people. Kids don’t
want old people to know what they are doing.”5 Since business
is driven by generational ties, established photographers in Mali
hire young apprentices around eighteen to twenty years of age to
assume their reportage commissions. However, the appointment
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7 Malick Sidibé
The Beatles (1969)
Photo: Courtesy Magnin-A.; © Malick Sidibé

8 Malick Sidibé
Picnic Along the Roadside (1973)
Photo: Courtesy Magnin-A.; © Malick Sidibé

9 Sidiki Sidibé, Bamako,
2004
Photo: Candace M. Keller, with
permission from Sidiki Sidibé

10 Amadou Fané, Bamako,
2004
Photo: Candace M. Keller, with
permission from Amadou Fané
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11 Seydou Keïta
Untitled (1980)
Gelatin silver print
Photo: Courtesy CAAC–The Pigozzi Collection,
Geneva; © Keïta/SKPEAC

12 Moumouni Koné
Untitled (1976)
Digitized, unedited negative by Candace M. Keller
with permission from, 2004
Photo: © Estate of Moumouni Koné

By the time Sidibé opened Studio Malick, he had been married for two years, had his first child, and had hired his first
apprentice, his cousin Sidiki Sidibé, who was twenty years old.
According to both photographers, during this time, Sidiki carried out reportage commissions at dance parties every Saturday
night and took pictures of youths gathered at the beach in the
Sotuba area of Bamako on Sundays, as he was “well-known and
preferred by young people.”6 Before Sidiki left to get married and
open Studio Sidiki in 1970, Sidibé hired his second apprentice,
nineteen-year-old Amadou Fané, in 1968. Until 1974, when he
left to start his own business and Shaka Sidibé took his place,
Fané assumed the studio’s reportage commissions and, today,
continued on page 46
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13a–d
Mamadou Cissé
Untitled portraits, c. 1960–1970s
Digitized, unedited negatives by Candace M. Keller
with permission from photographer’s son Oumar
Cissé, 2006
Photo: © Estate of Mamadou Cissé
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14a–b
Abdourahmane Sakaly
Untitled portraits, 1950s (above) and 1966 (right)
Digitized, unedited negatives by Candace M. Keller
with permission from photographer’s son Youssouf
Sakaly, 2012
Photo: © Estate of Abdourahmane Sakaly
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continued from page 41
claims to have authored all of the beach photos housed in the
studio archives from that period.7 Given this history, it is not
surprising that Sidibé should champion studio portraiture over
reportage images, as the former reveals his true artistry.
In related fashion, photographs taken between 1962 and 1977
and since credited to Seydou Keïta were certainly the work of his
assistants, Abdoulaye, Mouris, Lacina, and “Gomez” Keïta, as the
photographer was employed at the police station during this era
and had turned his studio practice over to younger apprentices.8
This dynamic is underscored by an image of a couple kissing at
a house party during the 1970s featured in Magnin’s catalogue of
Keïta’s photographs (Fig. 11). For all of the reasons formerly put
forth, it is not possible that, at that time, Keïta (who was married, in his fifties, and employed at the police department) took
this photograph.
To promote their expertise and safeguard their financial interests, Sidibé and Keïta have participated in the reframing of these
histories. Similar situations pertain to other prominent photographers working in Mali and elsewhere in western Africa since
the 1950s. By drawing attention to this reality, I do not wish to
tarnish the careers or reputations of these men. On the contrary, their authorship is sanctioned by Malian customary law,
which considers professional proprietors the rightful owners

of the negatives produced by their studio “workshops.” Rather,
I address this point to highlight the significant role apprentices
have occupied, arguing that they, too, deserve international recognition in these histories as those responsible for maintaining relationships with youthful clientele and for composing the
iconic images in situ.
Positing Keïta as the studio photographer and Sidibé as the
reportage photographer leaves little room in the international
market for the work of their locally celebrated peers, such as
Moumouni Koné, a popular studio photographer from 1947–
1960s in Bamako-Coura (Fig. 12); Mamadou Cissé, who opened
a studio in Mopti in 1948 and, from the 1950s–1980s, worked as
a State photographer throughout the region (Fig. 13); Abdourahmane Sakaly, a famous Senegalese-born Moroccan photographer
who operated Studio Sakaly in Bamako from 1956–1988 (Fig.
14); Adama Kouyaté, the most celebrated photographer in Ségu
since 1946 (Fig. 15); Hassan and Hussein Traoré and Hamadou
Bocoum, who were well known in Mopti from the 1950s to the
1980s (Fig. 16); and, also in Mopti, El Hajj Tijani Sitou, a Yorùbá man from Nigeria who operated a successful professional
studio enterprise from 1971–1999 (Fig. 17); not to mention the
many contemporary photographers whose work resides outside
this canon, which at once ghettoizes young practitioners and
anachronistically characterizes “contemporary” photography
in Mali according to black-and-white film practices from the
1950s–1970s.

15 Adama Kouyaté
Untitled (c. 1970s)
Digitized, unedited negative by Candace M. Keller
with permission from photographer, 2004
Photo: © Adama Kouyaté

16 Hassan and Hussein Traoré, c.1950s. Prints on
display in former photographers’ studio, Mopti,
2004.
Photo: Candace M. Keller
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ethiCs, ownership, and Fair Market praCtiCes

In addition to issues of authorship, the publication of these
images in Western contexts raises questions of ownership.9 As
previously stated, in Mali, professional proprietors are the rightful owners of the negatives created in their establishments, which
are considered to be their intellectual and creative property, while
the commissioner owns the rights to the printed images. This system is somewhat complicated by reprinting and exhibiting processes undergone in global contexts. Like people the world over,
many Malians have been wary of the use of their photographic
depictions in unauthorized contexts. Although Sidibé argues that
most clients are honored to find their images reproduced in catalogues and exhibitions, he admits others have suffered humiliation and vehemently criticize the practice. On this topic, he shared
an anecdote about a woman who arrived at Studio Malick outraged by having witnessed her mother’s portrait, featuring her—in
large-scale—clad in a bikini, on exhibit in a Parisian gallery.10 As
a result, some photographers, such as Moussa Diarra in Buguni,
refuse to publicly release their archives, preferring instead to safeguard the privacy of their clients.11
The prerogative photographers and their heirs maintain over
their negative archives is also in question today, as illustrated
in 2005 by the highly publicized lawsuit concerning the ownership of 921 negatives Keïta once entrusted to Magnin and Pigozzi
in the 1990s (Spiegler 2005, Rips 2006), which has since been

17a–b
El Hajj Tijani Sitou
(l) My Embroidered Boubou and Pretty Radio (1978)
(r) See My Henna (1983)
Digitized negatives by Malick Sitou and Candace M.
Keller, 2006.
Photo: © Estate of Tijani Sitou

settled in favor of the latter. Under the appellation IPM (International Photo Marketing), in collaboration with the Fondation Seydou Keïta in Bamako, Pigozzi has procured exclusive
global rights over Keïta’s oeuvre, as announced on his website.12
Perhaps more vulnerable, however, are the archives kept by
descendants of locally renowned photographers who have yet to
experience global celebrity. Inspired by the revitalized success of
compatriots Keïta and Sidibé, these individuals aspire to similar familial recognition and financial gains, yet lack the requisite
international visibility, mobility, and legal acumen to be protected from exploitation by unscrupulous members of the global
art market.
Over the course of my research, a number of professional photographers and their families have cited instances in which negatives from their archives had been wrongly removed from their
possession and/or retained abroad. In many cases, the images later
appeared in exhibitions, catalogues, and websites, and their unauthorized reproductions were sold for profit without compensation
or permission. For the most part, those implicated are Western
dealers, collectors, curators, and scholars. However, in some contexts the accused are Malian—particularly those who hold prominent positions in national and international art markets.
The most insidious example is that of a businessman who
began “borrowing” negatives from studio archives in Mopti
alongside a doctoral student in December 1994 for “a restoration project [of] old African portrait[s]” (Sokkelund and Elder
1996:3).13 By 2002, under this premise, he had “borrowed” and
brought back to Copenhagen, Denmark, at least 200 negatives
from photographers and their relatives in Mali, including those
of Abdourahmane Sakaly, Mamadou Cissé, Tijani Sitou, Hassan and Hussein Traoré, and others. After several unauthorized
exhibitions and numerous reproductions sold, the aforementioned families have made claims against the dealer, demanding the return of their property. Nevertheless, he has refused to
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(clockwise from top left)
18 Timeline illustrating three unauthorized exhibitions (indicated in yellow) after 2005. Information
gleaned from The Sokkelund African Collection website, 2010: http://www.african-collection.dk/english/
samlingen.htm
19 Sokkelunds Afrikanske Samling (The Sokkelund
African Collection), Facebook, 2012: https://www.
facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.125390470808450.
21384.116432435037587&type=3.
20 Screenshot from The Sokkelund African Collection website, 2010.
21 Cover of African Arts Spring 2008 issue, featuring four of El Hajj Tijani Sitou’s images submitted to
illustrate Micheli 2008 without permission from the
photographer’s family or the Estate of Tijani Sitou,
which holds copyright over his image archives.
Ed. note: Authors of articles published in African
Arts are required to sign a copyright clearance form
asserting that they have acquired and, where necessary, paid for the rights and permissions to reproduce
all images in their articles. Unfortunately, the journal
lacks the staff to follow up on every image and must
trust its authors to conform to international copyright law.
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repatriate the negatives. When I spoke with him in November
2005 during the “Rencontres” opening events to inquire about
these allegations, he admitted that he has no intent to return the
negatives, stating, “After all, I have to eat too.” Despite his arrest
in Bamako days later on charges of theft by the Cissé family,14 he
maintains this position.15 Upon his release on bail shortly thereafter, the accused fled to Europe, where he has since presented
three unauthorized exhibitions and featured the contested
images on Facebook (Figs. 18–19). Moreover, he continues to
offer reproductions for sale on his website without repercussion
(Fig. 20). Although the website claims that part of the proceeds
is paid to the families of the photographers, the Sakaly, Sitou,
Cissé, and Traoré families attest otherwise and intend to reclaim
their archives, pending necessary funds and legal representation.
More recently, a doctoral candidate borrowed negatives from
Tijani Sitou’s son, Ibrahim, in Mopti in 2006 with the promise of
an invitation to Lyon, France, to collaborate on an exhibition of
his father’s work. Although in 2007 the scholar curated two exhibitions featuring Sitou’s work in France, in Lyon and Honfleur,
Ibrahim was never invited to participate. In fact, he only learned
of these events after several of the images were published on the
cover of the Spring 2008 issue of African Arts (Fig. 21) and the

family was notified. After a series of incensed email and phone
correspondences later that year, to which I have been privy, the
negatives were finally reclaimed, along with meager reparations
in 2010.16 Nevertheless, the accused continues to feature the photographer’s work in unauthorized venues, such as a 2012 exhibition in Lyon entitled “Gémellités, Images d’Afrique de l’Ouest”
and on his online blogs.17
ConClusion

Anthropologist Jean-Loup Amselle has critically characterized
the recontextualization of black-and-white portraiture from western Africa within international art contexts as “neo-primitivist,”
partially due to its magnified, uncropped, graphic quality, developed for the scrutinizing pleasure of the foreign eye (Amselle
2005). More primitivizing, I would argue, are the economic and
Notes
This essay has been informed by a series of interviews
I conducted with several professional photographers
and their families in Mali, with the generous support of
Fulbright-Hays, Indiana University, and Michigan State
University, during the summer of 2002, the year between
October 2003 and 2004, the month of November 2005,
and the summers of 2009 and 2010. The most constant of
whom, serving as a source of information and inspiration,
has been Malick Sidibé and the Sidibé family. Alla k’aw
sara. My analysis has also benefitted from conversations I
have engaged with collectors, dealers, agents, and scholars
in Mali, Europe, and the United States. Among these,
I would like to thank André Magnin, Svend Erik Sokkelund, and C. Angelo Micheli for candidly sharing their
experiences and perspectives. I would also like to thank
my research colleagues in Mali, Brehima Sidibé, Malick
Sitou, and Bakary Sidibé, for generously contributing
their knowledge and experience. Aw ni baaraji.
A note on orthography: All locations are indicated
using Bamanankan, rather than French, spellings. Family
and given names reflect the preferred spellings of individual photographers and their families.
1
Conflicted by the need to expose unethical
practices on behalf of the families whose archives have
been exploited and concerned about the possible ramifications this information might have for the accused, I
have decided to omit the names of the latter within the
text while citing specific interviews in the reference section of this article to indicate that I have corresponded
with these individuals and their comments attest that
the claims against them are not merely accusations.
2 In 2010, André Magnin created his own company, A-Magnin, which currently represents Malick
Sidibé. The Pigozzi Collection (CAAC) and International Photo Marketing (IPM) presently own the rights
to Keïta’s archive.
3 Malick Sidibé, interviews by author, Bamako,
January 7, July 7, and July 14, 2004.
4 Anatol Sangaré, personal communication,
Bamako, November 2005.
5 Malick Sidibé, interview by author, Bamako,
November 26, 2003.
6 Sidiki Sidibé, interview by author, Bamako,
December 15, 2003; also mentioned by Malick Sidibé,

social inequities and the assumed remoteness of West African
photographers that has allowed their images to be reframed as
the work of “unknown” creators, and their archives exploited by
international scholars, collectors, curators, and dealers. Like the
clandestine pillaging of Jenne-Jeno terracottas, the pilfering of
negatives is detrimental to Mali’s cultural heritage and to the legacy of its professional image-makers. Therefore, it remains a primary preoccupation of photographers and their families in Mali
today who are engaging digital archival projects as possible solutions and sources of empowerment within the global art market,
seeking to reframe and expose these hidden histories.18
Candace M. Keller is Assistant Professor of African Art and Material
Culture in the Department of Art, Art History, and Design and the Residential College of the Arts and Humanities at Michigan State University.
kellercm@cal.msu.edu

interview by author, Bamako, November 26, 2003.
7 Amadou Fané, interview by author, Bamako,
October 27, 2004. Fané’s account contradicts Sidibé’s
performance in the 2008 documentary Dolce Vita
Africana which, corroborated by a few former clientele,
suggests that Sidibé’s presence in those contexts was
critical (Spender 2008). What is conflated in the video
account is the reportage work that Sidibé carried out
while employed at Photo Service during the 1950s (as a
young member of Triana, not the Las Vegas club) before
opening Studio Malick in 1962 (which was purportedly
destroyed and therefore has never been published), with
the internationally celebrated (published) party photographs that were created by Sidibé’s apprentices during
the 1960s and ‘70s on behalf of Studio Malick.
8 Baba Keïta, interview by author, Bamako,
August 5, 2010.
9 This issue is faced by anyone who reproduces
historically commissioned portraiture in public contexts
today, including this author. While this is not the focus
of this essay, I acknowledge it here in order to address
another current and pressing problem related to ownership: the pilfering of photographers’ negative archives.
10 Malick Sidibé, interview by author, Bamako,
November 26, 2003. The photo in question was taken by
a photographer working for Studio Malick during the
early 1970s. During our conversations, Sidibé did not
disclose the year, location, or title of the exhibition, nor
did he identify the specific photograph.
11 Moussa Diarra, interview by author, Buguni,
October 15, 2004.
12 See http://seydoukeitaphotographer.com.
13 Svend Erik Sokkelund, personal communication, Bamako, November 2005; http://www.african_collection.dk/english/samlingen.htm.
14 Oumar Cissé, personal communication,
Bamako, November 2005.
15 Personal communication with businessman
about his contested engagement with the negatives and
photographers’ families in question, November 2005,
Bamako.
16 Sitou Malick, personal communication, December 2010.
17 C. Angelo Micheli, personal communication, December 2010; see also http://angelo-micheli.

blogspot.com, http://studio-portraits-afrique.
blogspot.com/, http://doubles-portraits-afrique.
blogspot.com/, and https://www.blogger.com/profile/05864222525450310694.
18 For an example of one such digitization project, refer to the British Library Endangered Archives
Programme 449, which incorporates 25,000+ negatives
from the archives of Abdourahmane Sakaly and Mamadou Cissé: www.amp.matrix.msu.edu. (Note: The MSU
Archive of Malian Photography [AMP] has recently
received support from the National Endowment for the
Humanities Preservation and Access grant to augment
the British Library project with 100,000+ negatives
from the archives of four prominent professional photographers in Mali.)
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